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ABSTRACT Gravity research in the Rajabasa geothermal 
prospect area was conducted to determine geothermal 
reservoirs and faults as reservoir boundaries. The research 
includes spectrum analysis and separation of the Bouguer 
anomaly to obtain a residual Bouguer anomaly, gradient 
analysis using the second vertical derivative (SVD) technique 
to identify fault structures or lithological contact, and 3D 
inversion modeling of the residual Bouguer anomaly to obtain 
a 3D density distribution subsurface model. Analysis was 
performed based on all results with supplementary data from 
geology, geochemistry, micro-earthquake (MEQ) epicenter 
distribution map, and magnetotelluric (MT) inversion profiles. 
The study found 3 (three) geothermal reservoirs in   Mount 
Balirang, west of Mount Rajabasa, and south of Pangkul 
Hot Spring, with a depth of around 1,000-1,500 m from the 
ground level. Fault structures and lithologies separate the 
three reservoirs. The location of the reservoir in the Balirang 
mountain area corresponds to the model data from MEQ, 
temperature, and magnetotelluric resistivity data. The heat 
source of the geothermal system is under Mount Rajabasa, 
which is indicated by the presence of high-density values   
(might be frozen residual magma), high-temperature values, 
and the high number of micro-earthquakes epicenters below 
the peak of Mount Rajabasa.  
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INTRODUCTION

Geothermal potential in Mount Rajabasa - Kalianda Lampung is indicated by the presence of 
geothermal manifestations around Mount Rajabasa. Geothermal manifestations are found at the 
south and north of Mount Rajabasa: Kumbang Sumur, Kecapi, and Rajabasa hot springs, Kunjir 
fumarole and mud pools, and the geysers of Mount Botak. Mount Rajabasa has two peaks (Mount 
Balirang and Rajabasa), and four craters (peak of M. Rajabasa, peak of M. Balirang, Way Sulerang 
at Sukamandi Village, and Simpur) (Mussofan et al., 2015) (Figure 1).
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The north-south trending structure caused by tectonic influences (Sumatra Fault Zone) controls 
the permeability in the Rajabasa geothermal system. The structure extends to the top of Rajabasa 
and Balirang. Therefore, it is essential to study the development of the structure in this area that 
related to the Rajabasa geothermal system. 

Rasimeng (2008) conducted a magnetic study to identify the presence of faults in the Rajabasa 
geothermal area. The results obtained were only able to identify a significant fault with a southeast-
northwest direction. Identification of faults using Radon and Thoron indicated two faults in the 
southeast. However, the results are not compatible to the regional geological map of the area 
(Haerudin et al., 2013). Fault identification and fluid flow using gravity and audio- magnetotelluric 
(AMT) methods show the presence of 2 normal faults in the south with a southeast-northwest 
direction (Haerudin et al., 2014). Daruwati (2014) analyzed the presence of faults based on magnetic 
anomaly analysis, and found two faults trending southeast - west in the west. Fault identification 
has also been carried out based on LIDAR data analysis that found the main structure of the fault 
trending southeast-northwest (Mussofan et al., 2015).  Previous researches on faults identification 
were regional and concentrated in the southeast. For this reason, further research is needed, 
especially to identify the details of the fault structure in the Rajabasa geothermal prospect area. 
These faults control the reservoir in the geothermal system of Mount Rajabasa.

The existence of geothermal reservoir locations is one of the main targets in conducting exploration 
either by using geological, geochemical, and geophysical studies. Based on the results of the 
Magnetotelluric (MT) study, the geothermal reservoir of the Rajabasa geothermal prospect area 
is in the Pangkul and Cagung areas (Saefulhak, 2017). Mussofan et al. (2016) conducted a study of 
MT, geology, and geochemistry, and found the existence of a geothermal reservoir in the Balirang 
mountain area, which is an up-flow zone. Efforts to identify geothermal reservoirs have been 
carried out using the 1D sounding resistivity method, and found a reservoir at a depth of 450 m, 
which might be sandy tuff rock. However, the electrode spacing is too short (AB/2 = 600 m). This 
sounding will only detect subsurface structures at a depth of less than 300 m. 

The geothermal reservoir of Mount Rajabasa Kalianda has a moderate temperature reservoir of 
212.08°C (Haerudin et al., 2009). Geological and geochemical analysis in the study area provide 
reservoir temperatures   for each manifestation: 240 – 260°C in Way Merak, 270 – 300°C in Cugung, 
and 260 – 280°C in Pangkul manifestation. The up-flow zone is estimated to be between Pangkul 
or Cugung, which has a relatively high value of non-condensable gasses (NCG) and CO2. Farther 
south, it is closer to the outflow zone (Mussofan et al., 2016). Nevertheless, more detailed research 
is necessary to determine the location of the Rajabasa geothermal reservoir. Detailed mapping and 
its relation to the presence of any fault structures or lithology is required, because faults or any 
lithological boundaries might control the existence of a reservoir. This research was conducted by 
processing gravity data, including spectrum analysis, gradient analysis, and 3D inversion modeling. 
The results are then compared and correlated with geological, geophysical, and geochemical data 
from previous published researches.

GEOLOGY RAJABASA 

Mount Rajabasa is a young volcanic unit composed of andesite-basalt lava, breccia, and tuff (Mangga 
et al., 1993), with Lampung Formation and Tertiary andesite around. The volcanic activity of Mount 
Rajabasa began with the formation of a pre-Rajabasa volcanic cone, which then followed a large 
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eruption that formed the pre-Rajabasa Caldera (Saefulhak, 2017). Pre-Rajabasa Mountains, Rajabasa 
Mountains, and Balirang Mountains in the pre-Rajabasa caldera are formed in depression areas 
that form cone-shaped volcanoes, forming rocks in the form of basaltic-andesitic lava, volcanic 
breccias, and tuff (Figure 1) (Hasibuan et al., 2020).

Regional stratigraphy is closely related to the Rajabasa pre-caldera. The Quaternary Mount Rajabasa 
Complex with Mount Rajabasa and Mount Balirang are the main eruption centers interpreted as 
post-caldera volcanism. Volcanic products associated with the Quarter age caldera include Tertiary 
andesite (Tpv), which is exposed at the southeastern tip of the caldera. The older andesite units 
are composed of andesitic lava as a product of Tertiary volcanism spreading from the west to the 

Figure 1. ASTER image showing Mount Rajabasa and Mount Balirang located in the pre-Rajabasa caldera, 
as well as a topographic cross section with a NW-SE direction (Hasibuan et al., 2020).
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southeast of Mount Rajabasa. Based on the characteristics of the lava flows that occur on Mount 
Rajabasa, andesite units are estimated to develop not far from the eruption source (Bronto et al., 
2012).

The volcanic products of the Rajabasa complex can be divided into five periods (Suswati et al., 
2001), from old to young (Figure 2):

1. The Tua Tangkil Volcanic Product consists of the Pliocene-aged Pliocene Volcanic Product 
Unit (Tv) 

2. Pematang Taman Old Volcanic Products consists of Pleistocene Old Volcanic Product Unit of 
Pematang Taman (PTv). 

3. The product of the Balirang Volcano consists of the Balirang Flow Pyroclastic Unit (Bl) and 
the Balirang Lava Unit (Ba), which are of the Pleistocene age. 

4. Hillside Eruption Product 845 consists of Lava Unit 845 (8451), which is Pleistocene in age. 
5. The product of the Rajabasa Volcano consists of the Rajabasa Flow Pyroclastic Unit (Ra) and 

the Rajabasa Lava Unit (Rl), which are Pleistocene in age.

The fault that controls geothermal in the Mount Rajabasa complex is the Lampung Fault with a 
northwest-southeast direction. The Lampung Fault is a shear fault that controls the geothermal 
system in the north and southeast of Mount Rajabasa. Local faults are normal faults and control the 
geothermal system in the southern part. The fault structure in the Rajabasa mountain area has a 
northwest-southeast trending structural configuration parallel to the Sumatran fault. These faults 
are young faults that control the boundaries of resource reserves, fluid paths, and the potential 
for resource compartmentalization in shallow sections (Rajabasa shear fault and Simpur normal 
fault). Meanwhile, the southwest-northeast faults (Balirang normal fault and Botak normal fault) 
are older and control the basement configuration so that it affects the thickness of the reservoir 
(Figure 2) (Suswati et al., 2001; Rasimeng, 2008; Daruwati, 2014).
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Figure 2. Pre-Rajabasa Caldera based on the results of DEM interpretation  
(Suswati et al., 2001).
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The gravity data used in this study is secondary data from measurements carried out by the 
Bandung Geological Survey Center in 1991. The gravity data used were from 272 stations, consisting 
of 16 measurement trajectories scattered around Mount Rajabasa from bottom to top (Buyung 
and Walker, 1991). The gravity data was corrected to obtain the Bouguer anomaly. We applied 
spectrum analysis on several paths to obtaining the depth limit of the regional and residual Bouguer 
anomalies. Therefore,  the width of the windows used to perform the Bouguer anomaly filter could 
be determined. The power spectrum of the Bouguer anomaly is carried out by performing a Fourier 
transformation of the gravity data into the frequency domain (Blakely, 1995):

             
       (1)

The energy spectrum of the equation is: 

       (2)
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with z0 is the depth of measurement point, z1 is the depth of the center of mass, z1 >  z0, k = 2π/λ 
(wave number), λ is wavelength, g is gravity anomaly, ρ is density. The wavelength and depth of 
the anomalous object can be determined based on that equation. 

The moving average filter was used to separate regional and residual Bouguer anomalies 
(Abdelrahman, 1996). The calculation of the moving average is done by averaging the anomaly 
values for several points of gravity, as shown by the equation (Setiadi et al., 2010):

with  , and N must be odd numbers.

The result of this averaging is the regional anomaly. In contrast, the residual anomaly is obtained 
by subtracting the data from the gravity measurement with the regional anomaly.

Second vertical derivative (SVD) analysis of the Bouguer anomaly was carried out to obtain fault 
structures/intrusions/lithological boundaries and sources of anomalies originating close to the 
surface (Elkins, 1951; Blakely, 1995). For gravity data in a regular grid, the SVD anomaly can be 
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The SVD value of the Bouguer anomaly of zero (0) indicates a reasonably significant density change 
in the form of faults, anomalous object boundaries, lithological boundaries, and basin boundaries 
(Sumintadireja et al., 2018).

Bouguer anomaly 3D inversion modeling was prepared using  GRAV3D 2.0 program (Jones, 2006) 
to obtain a subsurface density distribution model (Witter et al., 2016; Sarkowi and Wibowo, 2021). 

Then, we correlated the resulted density distribution model with geological, geochemical, and 
other geophysical data. The outcome is the fault structure model, reservoir, and heat source of the 
geothermal system of Mount Rajabasa. The correlation between the fault structure/lithological 
boundary with the prospect of a geothermal reservoir area, which is obtained from gravity inversion 
modeling, geological, geochemical data, magnetotelluric model, and MEQ maps, can be used to 
determine the presence of compartments of the geothermal system in the Rajabasa geothermal 
prospect area (Harvey, 2014).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Bouguer anomaly map is correlated with geothermal manifestation data, the presence of volcanoes 
and craters in the geothermal prospect area of Mount Rajabasa, as shown in Figure 3. The study 
area has a high Bouguer anomaly (80 mGal) in the north and southeast, while the middle and 
southwest have low anomalies (28 mGal) with anomalous patterns extending from east to west. 
The area between Mount Rajabasa - Balirang has the lowest anomaly (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Bouguer anomaly geothermal prospect area in Rajabasa area.
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Bouguer anomaly is the total anomalies originating from several sources of anomalous objects: 
deep (regional), shallow (residual), and noise (Blakely, 1995). We applied spectrum analysis to find 
the depth of these anomaly sources.  The spectrum analysis results from the four lines of Bouguer 
anomalies indicate the depth limit of the regional and residual anomaly of 4,250 m (Figures 4a 
and 4b).

Based on the spectrum analysis results, we filtered the Bouguer anomaly using the moving average 
method with 8,500 m windows to obtain the residual Bouguer anomaly (Abdelrahman, 1996). Figure 
5 shows the Bouguer Residual Anomaly, which overlays geothermal manifestations, volcanoes, and 
craters in the Rajabasa geothermal prospect area.

The residual Bouguer anomaly has a value from -9 mGal to 20 mGal with a high anomaly (positive) 
located in the Way Merak area, the peak of Mount Rajabasa, the northern area (Way Balirang, 
Kumbang, and Kecapi wells), and a little in the west. The low residual Bouguer anomaly is found in, 
south of Mount Rajabasa, south of Pangkul hot spring, and the manifestation area of Lower Kalianda.

The high anomaly around Mount Rajabasa (15 mGal) indicates that residual magma flows under 
the crater of Mount Rajabasa. In contrast, the high anomaly at the other locations might be related 
to the remnants of mountain formation in the pre-Rajabasa period. The low anomalies in Mount 
Balirang, west of Mount Rajabasa, and the area of Pangkul hot spring are probably geothermal 
reservoir prospects. To determine the boundaries of the prospect of a geothermal reservoir, we need 
more supporting data, such as geological (fault structures), geochemistry, and other geophysical 
data (Harvey, 2014).

An SVD analysis of the residual Bouguer anomaly was performed to obtain the pattern of fault 
structures and lithological boundaries from the gravity data. An SVD value of zero (0) indicates 
a significant change in density in the form of faults, anomalous object boundaries, lithological 
boundaries, and basin boundaries (Sumintadireja et al., 2018). Figure 6 shows an SVD map of the 
residual Bouguer anomaly calculated using the Elkins filter (Elkins, 1951). The residual Bouguer 
anomaly SVD map shows the main fault pattern in north-south, west-east direction, and a secondary 
fault with an northwest-southeast direction.
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(a)

 
(b)

Figure 4. (a) Spectrum analysis of the west – east trajectory which has a regional anomaly  boundary and 
a residual of 4,274 m, and (b) A north – south trajectory which has a regional anomaly  boundary and a 

residual of 4,228 m.
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Figure 5. Map of residual Bouguer anomaly with data of geothermal manifestations, volcanoes, and  
craters in the prospect area.
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Figure 6. Map of SVD anomaly from filtering the residual Bouguer anomaly with Elkins filter  
(Elkins, 1951) and the interpretation of the presence of faults (black lines).

 The existence and location of faults in geothermal areas is a fundamental aspect because they 
might transmit or bound the fluid movement, which would control the existence of geothermal 
reservoirs (Brehme et al., 2016). Analyzing the compilation of the low residual Bouguer (<0 mGal), 
fault structure from SVD analysis, temperature data, the MT and MEQ model, we can analyze 
qualitatively and quantitatively the geothermal reservoir in the area (Figure 7).

The patterns from the residual Bouguer anomaly map show three reservoir prospect areas separated 
by the presence of a fault structure derived from the SVD analysis. The existence of these three 
reservoirs is correlated with the ones derived from MEQ and MT anomalies. The temperature data 
indicate that the reservoirs are in a high-temperature region.
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A good reservoir will generally have high porosity, permeability, and relatively low density compared 
to its surroundings (Björbsson and Bodvarsson, 1990). A quantitative interpretation was carried 
out in 3D inversion modeling of the residual Bouguer anomaly using the GRAV3D program (Jones, 
2006) to obtain a subsurface density model in this study. The subsurface density distribution model 
resulting from the inversion modeling of the residual Bouguer anomaly is shown in Figure 8.

Rajabasa Geochemistry 

Geothermal manifestations in Mount Rajabasa are scattered in the northern, central, and southern 
region (Figure 9). The northern geothermal manifestations have lower temperatures than those in 
the central and southern parts. High manifestation temperatures are in Way Merak (101°C), Mount 
Botak (100°C), Pangkul (96°C), and Cugung (96°C). The pH value of the northern manifestation is 
higher than of the southern manifestation (Mussofan et al., 2015).

Figure 7. Compilation map of residual Bouguer anomaly, fault structure, temperature data,  
MT and MEQ data on the Rajabasa geothermal prospect.
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Figure 8. Subsurface density distribution model results from 3D inversion modeling of residual 
Bouguer anomaly.

Figure 9. Location of manifestations in the Rajabasa geothermal field  
(Mussofan et al., 2015).
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The manifestation on the northern slope consists of sulfate and bicarbonate hot springs, while the 
manifestation on the southern slope consists of fumaroles, sulfate, and chloride hot springs. Most 
of the chloride hot springs have seawater as the source, except the Mount Botak springs, which 
is a mixture of sea water and reservoir water. The upflow area might be located between Pangkul 
(240-270°C), Cugung (240-300°C), and kaipohan (nonthermal manifestation) fumaroles, with 
outflow towards Way Merak (220-240°C). Analysis result and heat distribution map indicate the 
high heat distribution between Mount Rajabasa – Balirang and Pangkul (Saefulhak, 2017). 

The Cl-SO4-HCO3 diagram shows that most liquid samples from the manifestation in the northern 
area are steam-heated water, and the rest are peripheral water (Saefulhak, 2017). The N2-CO2-Ar 
ternary plot shows that the trend of CO2/N samples from Pangkul, Cugung, and Way Merak may be 
a unitary geothermal system (Saefulhak, 2017). HAr-CAr gas shows the geothermometer values   for 
samples from Way Merak ranging from 260-265ºC. HSH-FT gas shows the geothermometer value 
for samples from Way Merak is 300-325ºC. Most samples were from Way Merak, which indicate 
18O enrichment. The similarity of the isotopic composition between Way Balirang in the north and 
Way Merak in the south indicates the possibility of similarity in the recharge area and the direction 
of its recharge (Saefulhak, 2017). 

Magnetotelluric (MT)

The west-east MT inversion model in Figure 10 indicates a thick and deep low-resistivity layer 
(conductive layer) at the west. At the middle part between Pangkul and Cugung manifestation, 
there is a relatively thin and shallow low-resistivity layer, and thickened to the west. The eastern 
boundary is indicated by the disappearance of the low-resistivity layer (Saefulhak, 2017). 

Resistivity model from MT inversion in NNW – SSE path (Figure 11) indicates a low resistivity 
layer (conductive layer) that continues from the north (Way Simpur) towards the peak and down 
towards Pangkul and Way Merak. The low resistivity layer (the conductive layer between the 
Rajabasa – Pangkul peaks is relatively flat (Figure 11) (Saefulhak, 2017).

Figure 10. The resistivity distribution model from the 1D MT inversion modeling for the west – east 
profile (Saefulhak, 2017).
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The two MT inversion resistivity models show a relatively similar trend. A distinct low resistivity 
(conductive) layer structure underneath the peak, which is common in geothermal systems. The 
low resistivity or conductive layer extends beyond the northern manifestation area. Below the 
Rajabasa peak at a depth of 1,000 m from the mean sea level (MSL), the conductive layer disappears. 
It can be interpreted that the young volcanic core or the central volcanic facies below the summit, 
which is commonly associated with many intrusion, lava plugs, and breccias, are too impermeable 
for hydrothermal circulation to pass. So it is assumed that the area below the Rajabasa peak acts 
as a permeability boundary that divides the geothermal system into two parts: north and south 
(Saefulhak, 2017).

Microearthquake (MEQ) 

The microearthquake (MEQ) survey in the Rajabasa area found that micro-earthquake epicenters 
are concentrated under Mount Rajabasa, spreading to the northwest-southeast. The distribution 
of the epicenters might be related to volcanic activity under Mount Rajabasa. Inversion modeling 
of shear wave splitting and polarization-time delay provide the fracture orientations, which mostly 
have the north-south direction (Figure 12) (Saefulhak, 2017).

Figure 11. The resistivity distribution model from the MT 1D inversion modeling for NNW – SSE profile 
(Saefulhak, 2017).
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In Figure 12, the red dotted line shows the boundaries of the conductive zone (including at the 
top of Mount Rajabasa and its north), which is interpreted as the outer boundary of the Rajabasa 
geothermal reservoir prospect derived from MT data. The existence of a reservoir under the peak 
of Mount Rajabasa is also supported by MEQ data, which shows the number of micro-earthquakes 
under Mount Rajabasa. The blue line is the geothermal reservoir prospect area that does not include 
the peak of Mount Rajabasa. Meanwhile, the area bounded by a dotted line shows the prospect of 
a reservoir that does not include the peak area and the southern part (Saefulhak, 2017). 

Figure 12. Conductive zone elevation map based on the MT inversion modeling and MEQ inter pretation 
(Saefulhak, 2017).
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Reservoir constraints

Figure 13 shows the low-density distribution model compiled with geological data (manifestations, 
volcanoes, craters), geothermal reservoir prospect data from MEQ, MT, and temperature data. 
The compilation indicates that the low-density areas correlate with reservoir prospects derived 
from MEQ, MT, and temperature data. Areas with low-density distribution (<2.5 g/cc), which are 
interpreted as geothermal reservoir areas, indicate that there are 3 (three) geothermal reservoir 
areas that are separated by fault structures or lithologies (remnants of magmatic processes that 
was frozen under the peak of Mount Rajabasa.

The high density (2.6 g/cc – 2.7 g/cc) below the summit of Mount Rajabasa is probably related 
to the remaining magma that has frozen. It is also supported by the high-temperature and a large 
number of micro-earthquake epicenters under Mount Rajabasa. Therefore, the heat source of the 
Rajabasa geothermal system must be under the peak of Mount Rajabasa.

Figure 13. Map of the density distribution model at a depth of 500 m from MSL obtained from the hori-
zontal slice of the inverted 3D density distribution model.
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A vertical slice of the inverted 3D density distribution model was performed to obtain a vertical 
cross-sectional model. The selected cross-section was adjusted to the cross-section of both MT 
models, so that the density model and the resistivity model from the MT can be compared. Figure 
14a shows a cross-sectional model of the residual Bouguer anomaly, a density distribution model 
(Figure 14b), and a sectional model of the subsurface from MT data for the NW-SE direction (Figure 
14c). The 2D profile model shows two geothermal reservoirs in the south (Pangkul-Balirang) 
and north (north of the peak of Mount Rajabasa), which is in accordance with the MT resistivity 
cross-sectional model.

The Bouguer anomaly, the SVD anomaly, and the subsurface density distribution model for the 
west-east path that passes through the Rajabasa Balirang manifestation are shown in Figure 15. 
This section’s analysis and interpretation result indicates two geothermal reservoirs at the east 
and west of the Balirang Rajabasa manifestation, which is separated by a fault structure.

Figure 14. (a) The residual Bouguer anomaly and the SVD from residual Bouguer anomaly,  
(b) the density distribution of the model inversion, and (c) the resistivity distribution of the MT  

modeling in NW-SE profiles that crosses geothermal manifestations of Kumbang, Balirang,  
Pangkul and Way Merak (Saefulhak, 2017). 
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Figure 15. Profile of residual anomaly, SVD, and subsurface density distribution model for the west – east 
profile that passes through the Rajabasa Balirang manifestation. 

CONCLUSION

In Balirang-Rajabasa geothermal region, we completed gravity works, including processing, filtering, 
and modeling. The results then correlated with geological, geochemical, micro-earthquake, and 
magnetotelluric data. The Rajabasa geothermal prospect area has a low residual Bouguer anomaly 
(Δgres <0 mGal), which is correlated with the low-density structure in the area. 

Based on the results of the Bouguer residual anomaly, SVD, and the results of the Bouguer Residual 
anomaly modeling, there are 3 (three) geothermal reservoirs. They are in the area of   Mount Balirang, 
west of Mount Rajabasa, and south of Pangkul hot spring. A fault structure separates the three 
reservoirs. The properties of the reservoir area, especially the Mount Balirang reservoir, correlate 
well with MEQ model, temperature, and MT resistivity data. 

The heat source from the geothermal system is under Mount Rajabasa, which is indicated by the 
high density in the area. High density region can be related to the magma path of Mount Rajabasa. 
The indication is also supported by high temperature data of the area. 

The depth of the reservoir in the Rajabasa geothermal prospect area is estimated to be at the depth 
of 1,000-1,500 m from the ground surface.
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